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Abstract— In the manufacturing area this paper need one device for work and tool holding. For work holding this paper need 

vice to keep the work piece stationary while machining. Here the vice is adjusted by using the pneumatically operated jack. 

From the compressor the air is supplied to the jack. Due this pneumatic force the jack is adjusted (vertically or horizontally) 

correspondingly the vice is adjusted. Work holding and releasing is the most essential act to carry out machining. The main 

objective of our project is to perform various machining operations using “auto feed mechanisms” in work holding device 

with the of help of pneumatic system. This project using two mechanisms one mechanisms is used to hold work piece and 

another one is to feed the work piece into holding device in automatically. A pneumatic machine can be thought of as a large 

flexible mechanical structure that is moved by some sort of control system. The control system takes its input from a human 

operator and translates this command into the motion of actuators, which move the mechanical structure. The high 

performance and highly powerful, pneumatic machine vice together with the capacity for high volumes are suited for holding 

heavy objects. Generally, pneumatic cylinder operations are based on pneumatic pump operation. Air is pumping to the 

pneumatic cylinder by using pneumatic pump system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A vise or vice (see American and British English spelling differences) is a mechanical screw apparatus used for holding or 

calming a work piece to allow work to be performed on it with tools such as saws, planes, drills, mills, screwdrivers, sandpaper, 

etc. Vises usually have one fixed jaw and another, parallel, jaw is moved to work holding device.  There are two main types: a 

wood working vise and engineer’s vise. The woodwork vise is working processer the hand, engineering vice is used worked 

the small places. 

II. BASICS OF PNEUMATIC SYSTEM 

A. Compressor 

A compressor can compress air to the required pressures. It can convert the mechanical energy from motor sand engine in the 

potential energy in compressed air. 

B. Pressure Regulating Component 

Pressure regulation components are formed by various components: 

 Filter: can remove impurities from compressed air before fed to the pneumatic components, Pressure regulator –to stabilize 

the pressure and regulate the operation of pneumatic components, Lubricator – to lubricator using pneumatic components. 

C. Single Acting Cylinder 

A single acting cylinder has only one entrance that allows compressed air to flow. The piston rod is propelled in the opposite 

direction by internal spring, or by the external force provided by mechanical movement or weight of a load. 

III. PRINCIPLES OF PNEUMATIC CONTROL 

A. Pneumatic Circuit 

Pneumatic control system can be designed can be designed in the form of pneumatic circuits. A pneumatic circuit is formed by 

various pneumatic component, such as cylinder, directional control valves, flow control valves, etc. pneumatic circuits have the 

following functions: 

 To control the injection, than release of compressed air in the cylinders. 

 To use one valve, for controlling another valve. 

IV. COMPONENTS 

A. Execution Component 

 Single acting cylinder 

 Double acting cylinder 

B. Directional Control Valve 

 2/2 Directional control valve 
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 3/2 Directional control valve  

 5/2 Directional control valve 

C. Control Valve 

 Non – return valve 

 Flow control valve 

D. Belt Conveyor 

The belt conveyor using IR sensor use work piece holding and working used the conveyor are moving one by one work piece 

used. 

 
Fig. 1: Belt conveyor 

E. IR Sensor 

 
Fig. 2: IR Sensor 

A typical system for detecting infrared radiation using infrared includes the infrared source such as blackbody radiators, 

tungsten, and silicon carbide. In case of active IR source are infrared lasers and LEDs of specific IR wavelengths. 

F. AT89C51 Microcontroller 

The AT89C51 is a low-power, high- performance CMOS 8-bit microcomputer with 4K bytes of flash programmable and 

erasable read memory (PEROM). 

 
Fig. 3: AT89C51 Microcomputer 
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G. Limit Switch 

A mechanical limit switch interlocks an interlocker a mechanical motion or position with an electrical circuit.  

V. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 4: Block Diagram 

A. Working 

The pneumatic auto feed vice is consist of conveyor, pneumatic vice, two limit switches (one has working conveyor system 

and another one is pneumatic vice controlling system), IR sensor, time delay circuit. 

When the conveyor is switched on the work pieces are moved along the pneumatic vice. While the work piece should 

be reached the vice and sensor will be sensed the interrupt single and passing to limit switch. That time the limit switch helps 

the conveyor stopping condition. 

When the conveyor is stopped at the same time the pneumatic vice switched ON and hold the work piece with help of 

pneumatic circuit. After sometimes latterly (that time should be fixed to the relay circuit) the pneumatic vice un hold work 

piece. In that time the conveyor system to be on condition and work piece are moved continuously. 

The pneumatic machine vice mainly used to hold the work piece in efficient way and to provide more stability, the 

component to the holed should be very easy. 

Hence it is very easy to transmit the power which also eliminates the loss of power transmission .Here we need a 

compressor for activating the pneumatic cylinder with the help of solenoid valve. 

The solenoid valve is control the air flow direction in proper way. In the compressor top of the portion pressure gauge 

to be fixed, this gauge maintains the required amount of air pressure to be delivered to direction value. 

The pneumatic cylinder to be fixed in the vice block whenever we are giving the input  in direction control valve the 

block to be activated in forward and reverse direction.  

B. Advantages 

1) More efficient. 

2) Power can be easily transmitted. 

3) Less loss in transmission. 

4) Very easy holding process. 

5) Simple construction of pneumatic elements and easy handling 

C. Application 

1) Small work shop. 

2) Engineering works and wood working area. 

3) Mainly used in CNC machines to clamp the work piece. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This report deals with the design and fabrication of AUTO FEED PNEUMATIC MACHINE VICE and it is attached with the 

line diagram. The pneumatic system can be found in almost all industries/fields. 

However some of the industrial application is punching, clamping, materials handling, hammering throughout the 

project we gained knowledge on all type of machining process and system is controlled. 

We have done to our ability and skill making maximum use of available facilities. 
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